BTS TECHNOLOGIES, INC. HELPS SMBS KEEP THEIR NETWORK RUNNING SMOOTHLY
WHETHER YOU’RE USING IPHONES, DROIDS OR VOIP
With More Employees “Bringing Their
Own Devices”, Networks Are Getting
More Complex

BIRMINGHAM, AL December 19, 2012 - BTS
Technologies, Inc., a leading
provider of unified
communications and technology
management services,
announced today the launch of
their Bring Your Own Device
(BYOD) management services.
With more and more
organizations finding
themselves facing the challenges
of a BYOD environment, BTS
Technologies, Inc.’s solutions
are coming at just the right time.
Increasingly, organizations
are recognizing the need for a
diversity of support in their
infrastructure. They’re facing
new challenges every day in
trying to support mesh wireless,
transient users, and meet the
security challenges that go along
with it. In addition, as
employees continue to seek out
best of breed solutions for
individual tasks, today’s
networks face are far from
unified networking environment.
BTS Technologies, Inc. lets
organizations be proactive in
managing their infrastructure.
This means reduced costs, better
security, and a network that’s

more aware of who and what is
connecting to it.
Organizations need to be
alerted when a new device is
coming onto the network. BTS
Technologies, Inc. helps an
organization scan a device to
make sure it’s not bringing with
it security risks, and establish
proper security measures for
access control levels, including
the separation of employees
from guests. BTS Technologies,
Inc. can identify which devices
are using the lion’s share of an
organization’s bandwidth, and
make infrastructure changes to
accommodate the changing
needs of the BYOD user.
“A business should be able
to focus on what it does best and
our solutions free up businesses
to do just that. By bringing
proactive infrastructure
management to the BYOD
environment, our clients enjoy
greater efficiency, security, and
agility. A more efficient network
means that our customer’s
technology is running to its
fullest capacity. When we’re
increasing overall productivity
our customers are dropping
more to the bottom line and
that’s how we know that our
customers have a leg up on their
competition,” stated Roger

Wentowski, President of BTS
Technologies, Inc..
ABOUT BTS
TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
BTS Technologies, Inc.,
(BTS) was founded on the
philosophy of maintaining a
profitable business by providing
the best in telecommunication
systems and services to our
customers. The stated purpose of
our company not only allows us
to provide short term answers to
our customer's communication
needs, but also affords us a
longevity unsurpassed by the
telecommunication industry in
our region. We strive to
provide quality materials,
trouble -free installations and
total communication services at
a fair and competitive price that
will allow us to maintain our
business with quality
employees. This policy insures
the on-going system service and
support that you deserve and
expect. BTS Technologies, Inc.
is located at 311 West Valley
Ave, Birmingham, AL 35209.
For more information on BTS
please call (205) 942-6532 or
visit http://www.askbts.com.

